5 YEARS OF FUND FACTS
FROM THE MEMBERS STATE NATIONAL PROGRAMMES
IN THE INTERNAL SECURITY FUND
FOR BORDERS AND VISA
2014 - 2019

- 294 participating organisations
- 972 projects with an average duration of 22.3 months
- 1987 consulates improved
- 3629 staff trained in visa policy
- 611 specialised posts in 3rd countries (inc. 92 Immigration Liaison Officers)
- 26,772 assets incl. planes, drones and more for border control
- 72 assets made available incl' 53 patrol boats
- Out of 1,677,671,710 border crossings, 99,117,387 were through ABC* gates (*Automatic Border Control)
- 62,753 border incidents reported including 58,199 illegal immigration incidents or cases of lives of migrants at risk
- 2014 - 2019 ISF BORDERS
- 15,516 staff were trained in border management, with 109,633 hours of training
- 355 consular cooperation activities & 10,397 hours of training
- 72 assets made available incl' 53 patrol boats
- €1,440 Million EU funds
- €1,480,901 of EU funds per project
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5 YEARS OF FUND FACTS
FROM THE MEMBERS STATE NATIONAL
PROGRAMMES IN THE
INTERNAL SECURITY FUND IN POLICE
2014 - 2019

19,597 law enforcement
officials trained in 83,550
person days

886 projects

average duration of 29.3 months

with €863 Million
EU funds

averaging €974,123 of EU
funds per project

338 tools put in place or
upgraded to protect of
critical infrastructure

202 Cross-border Joint
Investigation teams and
multidisciplinary EMPACT operations

308 participating
organisations

338 expert workshops,
seminars, conferences, publications,
websites for law enforcement
cooperation

7163 in counter terrorism and cybercrime

5507 in tackling organised crime
and drug and arms trafficking

3185 in combatting trafficking in
human beings & sexual exploitation
of women and children

1517 in information exchange
and operational cooperation

4768 in corruption, counterfeiting
and money laundering

78 projects and €42.8 million
on cybercrime

146 projects and €122
million on Police IT systems

120 projects and €56.5
million on counter terrorism
5 YEARS OF FUND FACTS
FROM THE MEMBERS STATE NATIONAL PROGRAMMES IN THE ASYLUM, MIGRATION AND INTEGRATION FUND
2014 - 2019

1,901 participating organisations
3,653 projects
2,074,028 persons assisted in the asylum system or accommodated
208,939 persons given legal assistance and representation
185,269 vulnerable persons and unaccompanied minors given assistance
8,973 local, regional and national activities for the integration of migrants
71,097 persons participated in pre-departure activities
5,908,050 persons assisted with integration activities

113,758 persons resettled or relocated
52,709 persons trained in asylum topics
30,026 new or improved accommodation places
66,214 Country of origin information for asylum cases
118,133 persons received return reintegration assistance
25,982 persons trained on return related topics

1,592,536 persons assisted to returned voluntarily
117,296 persons returned by force
30,096 return operations monitored

8,973 local, regional and national activities for the integration of migrants
30,096 persons resettled or relocated
5,908,050 persons assisted with integration activities

2,074,028 persons assisted in the asylum system or accommodated
3,653 projects

average duration of 23 months

with €4.642 billion EU funds

averaging EU funds of €842,264